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ABSTRACT,
The purpdse of this study was to examine the

relationship between reading comprehension and the perception of
syntactic and semantic errors by fourth graders. Forty-eight students
were divided according to reading comprehension tests into high.and
low' performance groups. Each 'student then.read orally twelve

. sentences, of which four were normal sentences With transitive verbs,
,four contained a semantic violation, and four contained both semantic
and 'syntactic violations. Insertions, omistions,.subttitutions, and .

repetitions were scored as errors. Analysis of data reveals that high
doMprehenders showed greater sensitivityto.semantic and syntactic
.violations.than,diTlow.cousrehenders. Four implications from the
present study are-apparen."(1) that reading comprehension, is not
merely a function of word recognition,' (2) that good and por
comprehenders of equal word recbgnition ability. differ.in their use
of synthetic and.semantic cues, (3) that reading comprehension should
be viewed as a ,process involving the integration of work meanings
through the us of-;these cues, and (4) that poor readers need
instruction e phasizing the use of language cues in comprehensiOn.
(Ks)
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The primary purpose of this study is to examine cogni-

tive processing strategies utilized by fourth grade students

in comprehending written language. More specifically the

paper encompasses the question:

Do children of varying reading compreheftsion
abilities also vary in the degree to which they
perceive syntactic and semantic relationshipS?

Reading comprehension has always been considered a
o

complicated and Inultifacited process. There can be ittle

doubt that the ability to decode and associate mean ng with

single words is an important and primary component f the

process. Numerous factor analytic studies, such a those

'reviewed by Spache (1962), confirm the notion that facility

with singlemords is an integral factor of compr ension..

, Studies such as that reported by Perfetti and Ho aboW1975)

account for the differencebetween good and pdor readers

largely'on the basis of .decoding ability.

1This paper was presented At the 1976'meeting of the
1\ American Educational Research Association, San FranciSco. /7

N - Additional copies can be obtained by writing to John W.
N4 Miller, College of Education, Box 28, Wichita State

University, Wichita, Kansas 67208 .
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Other recent research has shown that good reading com-

prehension is not a direct function of good word identifica-

tion skills. Cromer (1968) has provided a usefUl conceptuali-

zation of the reading comprehension problem. He identifies

two groups of poor readets:, the deficit group and the

difference group. The deficit poor readers experience com-

prehedsion difficulties presumably because of a deficiency

in vocabulary and word identification skills. Thus, the

deficit group fails to comprehend because of a failure to

extract the meanings of individual .words. The difference

poor readers, on the other hand, have word identification ir

skills commensurat with those of good readers: However,

,/
they differ ,from goaders in that they do not adequately

comprehend seytence or passage meaning.

A series of studies (Cromer, 1970; Oakan, Wiener, and

Crortier, 1971; Steiner, Niener, and Cromer, 1971) have b4n

conducted following Cromemos conceptualization of compre-
.

hension difficulties. The results of this research have

supported the positicin.that there is a group of readers ta,),

.

fail to comprehend, not because, of a Pack of word -dentifi-
.

caticA skill, but because these individuals do r 5t ,integrate
)

- the meanings of separate words to arxive at-the meaning of a7.
entire sentence.

Differing abilities of, readers to use context clues.
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has been a critical Yet confused area in reading research.

Goodman (1965) indicates that words in meaningful context

are more easily read than are words in isolation. 'While'

Goodman examined this phenomena Wcross the three primary

grade levels, he did not disting ish between the reading

abilities within his sample. Two other studies (Weinstein

and Rabinovitch, 1971; Clay and Imlach, 1971) provide

support'for the view that popr readers do not make use pf

syntactic context cues,- nor/do they process groups of
r.

words as defined by the syntactic and semantic structure o

the sentence. Instead, poor readers seem to process oni4

one word at a time and thus do,not integrate word meanings.

Unfortunately, many teachers pf reading hold to he

notion that,comprehension is merely a function Of

ability to decode individual words. Although stu les such

(

as those cited above have attempted to refute thi long

held point of view, they have a critical flaw whi h prevents-
\

the necessary generalizabiiity. The high and lows eading

groups have been defined on the basis 9f "general eading

ability". It-may'be argued that general 'reading ability is

afunction of word recognition ability , and therefore the
, .

reason that the authors of the above, studies found differ-
',

ences n the abilities of high and low readers to use sYn-

tapti.0 arid semantic constraints was simpAyfrthai the groups

were at least partially defined on the asis of ability to

,



read single wo

The present -tudy differs rom those cited in that

difference poor readers are co pared with gs5od readers.

That is, Whil the two group differ in comprehension'

ability they are equivalent in the ability to recognize

individual ords. Thus, any differences found between the

two group in sensitivity to syntactic or semantic cues
-

can be a tributed to differences in comprehension processds.

It was ypothesized that high comprehenders would be sen

sitiv to violations of semantic and syntactic cdnstral

in s ntences as indexed by aP increase in oral reading error

page'4
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on ords at or near the point of violation. The same dis-

ptive effect was not expected among poor comprehenders

ince, as theorized, they teid to ignore semantic and syn-

tactic cues and treat words zts unrelated items.

Method

Sample

Forty-eight fourth grad students participated in the

experiment. They Were selec ed from eight schools in an

urban, midWestern School dis rict. Each student was selected

to conform to the following pecifications:

1. word recognition ab 'lity as measured by the vocabu-

lary section of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills was

'Within + .5 years f grade placemerieat the time

of testing.

Q'
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2, reading comprehension ability has measured by

the I Test of Basic Sk lls was either .5 years

or more above grade level placement at the time of

testing (high comprehende s), or .5 years or more

below grade level Placem nt at the time of testing

(low comprehenders).

On these selection bas-ea the total sample-of forty-eight

students was drawn to include 24 igh comprehenders and 24'

low comprehenders having equival nt word recognition

abilities.

Materials

Twelve sentence trios o

example vAre used.

B.

C.

The old farmer
brown soil.
The old farmer
brown soil.
The old farmer
brown soil.

hic'h the following is an

lan vied the bean seeds in the rich,

the bean seeds in thee rich,

went the bean seeds in the rich,

All sentences were 13 words in length. The type A member of

'a trio was a normal sentence with a transitive verb. A

semantic violation occurred in the type B sentence in that

another transitive verb was substituted for the original

verb which had the effect of making the sentence meaning

anomalous. In the type C sentence an_intransitive.verb was

substituted which violated both semantic and syntactic con-

straints in the sentence frame. The verbs used were of



equal requency of occurren

on card for presentation t

PrOedur

. .E

"each type

---pale 6

e. The sentences were typed

subjects.

c ,student read orally.

and C. The o

co terbalanced arc oss subject

record =d for scoringNurposeS.

each stu nt's reading was the

oral readin errors. Inserti

:twelve,sentences; four from

er of presentation was

and the readings were tape

The twelve sentences from

orpus"to be "analyzed for.

and repetitions were scored as.

A by the poSition in which it oCcu

\\

variableS we

omissions, substitutions

ors. Each error was coded

Design

'Two independen

ment. The two level of the

in the sentence.

utilized in the experi-
.

ndep dent variable comprehen-

sion ability were high and low.i Th

ated as a repeated measure on three

A, B and C. Data werecollectedon

reatment variable oper-

levels: sentence types

our dependent measures

as indices of the hypothesizeddisru i,kire effect due to

syntactic and semantic violat4ns. T ese were:

1. oral reading errors.on
O

after the vefb.

2. "errors on the verb.

3. errors on the two wor

after .the verb.

7

the word before and the woad

g before `and the two wor s
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4. total errors in the sentence

Each student's. mean number of errors.on each of the three

sentence'types over each ofythe four dependent variables

comprised the data to be analyzed.

Results and Conclusions

A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) ?was com-

puted on the data from the four dependent measures. Sig-

nificant main effects resulted from comprehension ability

(F (4,89) = 19.30, p...01) and sentence type (F (8,1J8) = r-

.25, p.e..05). More importantly with regard to the hypoth-/

eses, 'a significant interaction between comprehension ability

and sentence type resulted IF (8,178) = 2.23, p,<.05) .

In order to further examine the significant interaction

found in the MANOVA, separate ANOVAs were computed on each

of.the four dependent measures. The data from dependent

measure two, errors on the verb, resulted in a significant

'interaction between comprehension ability and sentence type

(F (2,92) = 4.70,. p<.05).

Insert Figure One

A Neuman-Keuls test was performed on the six cell means

resulting from the twocomprehension levels and the three

sentence types. There were no .significant, differences in
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( the mean nuMber of errors on the verb position across

sentence types for the low comprehendets. The high Com-,

Prehenders showed a significant increase in errors fom

sentence type A and B to type C. Additionally,, the high

comprehenders made significantly fewer errors on sentence

types A and B than did the'lowc9mprehenders,(all.differ-i

ences sig. < .05).

These results support the hypothesis. High compre-
.

henders showed greater sensitivity to semantic and syntac-

tic violations than did low omprehenders. Four implica-

tions from the present study should be noted by researders

and teachers in the area of reading; First; reeding com-

prehension is, not merely a function pf 'word r ognition

ability while ieis apparent that decoding i a pterequisit.e

to comprehension, it also appears that adequate word iden7t
,

tification does not insure adequate comprehension. Secon

good%and poor Comprehenders equal word recognition

abilityo,differ in the use they make of syntactic land sem n-
.

tic cues. At least some portion of-the difference betw ene---

good aid poor comprehension is attributable to the reade

facility in using syntactic and semantic cues. Third, r ad=

ing comprehension should be viewed as a process involving

the integration of individual word meanings thrbugh the

appropriate use of tyle available syntactic\and semantic cue
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in .sentences. Finally, difference poor readers need in-

'struction,emphas zing the use of language cues, to com-
<

prehension. The finding's of this study d? not minimize,

the necessity lof developing adequate word -recogilltion.

skills, but rather indicate the additional-necessity to

develop other avenues to, reading comprehension.

4 ?

t,
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